Boating Light Features
• Provides a simple and effective boat safety lighting solution - 3 light modes: solid brightness, strobe, & slow blink.
• Encased in hardened anodized aluminum making them water-resistant and a great solution for a marine environment
• A portable waterproof LED light for your convenience.
• For Use on Pontoon, Jon, Fishing, Skeeter, and other boats. Use for bow, stern, or running lights, especially for being seen by other boaters.

Instructions
Mounting the Lights
Super easy to mount. No tools required! Simply find a spot on your boat that the lights can easily wrap around. Wrap the strap around and place the white clip in the desired hole.

Changing the Batteries
Twist the the aluminum casing counter clockwise to expose the 2 CR2032 batteries. Swap out batteries (make sure + side is up) and twist aluminum casing back on. Careful not to misthread or over tighten.

As with all of our light products, you have the satisfaction of knowing your lights are covered under our no-hassle lifetime warranty. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please contact us at service@brighteyeslightproducts.com